#mathscpdchat 11 May 2021
KS2 teachers: what are your maths-teaching plans for the rest of this term?
Hosted by Martyn Yeo
This is a brief summary of the discussion – to see all the tweets, follow the hashtag
#mathscpdchat in Twitter

Among the links shared during the discussion were:

Curriculum Prioritisation in Primary Maths which is NCETM guidance about what maths to teach
for the rest of 2020/21. It was shared by Martyn Yeo, Alison Hopper and Tazreen Tershanah

Exemplification of ready-to-progress criteria which is NCETM material consisting of 79
PowerPoints, each one focusing on one of the ready-to-progress criteria in the DfE maths
guidance for KS1 and KS2. The PowerPoints include links to relevant resources and pupil-facing
activities. It was shared by Alison Hopper
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Chocolate which is an activity, documented and presented by NRICH, in which pupils act
according to their own decisions about which table(s) to sit at in order to receive a (calculated-intheir-heads-by-them) share of chocolate. The challenges of the real situation help pupils develop
their concepts of fractions. It was shared by Sharon Malley

Fractions as division: the forgotten notion? which is an article by Doug Clarke in which he
describes one way in which he has used the Chocolate activity with teachers and middle school
students. It was shared by Sharon Malley

Fraction stories: Multiple Representations which is a free-to-download task designed by Chris
McGrane for late primary, early secondary pupils, with a related blogpost by him. The author
could imagine using the task to establish the extent of pupils’ understanding of fractions on
arrival at secondary school. It was shared by Sharon Malley

The screenshots below, of chains of tweets posted during the chat, show two linked
conversations between primary and secondary teachers about the importance of continuity of
pedagogy, as well as of content, from KS2 to KS3. Click on any of these screenshots-of-atweet to go to that actual tweet on Twitter.
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The conversations were generated by these two tweets from Martyn Yeo:

and included these from Alison Hopper, Martyn Yeo and Gemma Scott:
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and these from Sharon Malley, Tazreen Tershanah, Alison Hopper and Martyn Yeo:
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(to read the discussion sequence generated by any tweet look at the ‘replies’ to that tweet)

There were a few tweets in response to the following poll, which was tweeted by the host at the
start of the chat, and which asked whether KS2 teachers are planning to try to ‘cover’ as much
mathematics as usual this term:
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•

at least one teacher intends ‘to focus on the basics’ and build confidence ‘in line with
the DfE recommendations’ … ‘not less content necessarily, but fewer representations’ …
the teacher is being guided by the NCETM’s Curriculum prioritisation in primary maths
2020/21 document and video (link provided above).

Other areas where discussion focused were:
the host’s first question asked what is different (to ‘normal’) in KS2 teachers’ practice this
term, and what is the same:
•

a secondary teacher asked whether there is ‘anything you won’t be doing as much of
this year that might impact us at secondary’;

•

some primary teachers commented that they are teaching the same topics as in any year,
but are actually doing more ‘as we have to go back over things from last year’ … some
commented that they were having to ‘slow down’ … for example a teacher felt that pupils
needed ‘to crack equivalents’ (equivalent fractions) ‘before we can move on to ordering’
(them);

•

a KS2 teacher suggested that ‘perhaps some materials with small steps aren’t
accounting for big gaps from related foundation topics, such as division’;

•

a primary teacher wondered whether other KS2 teachers were finding that presently ‘there
are fewer opportunities for extended problem solving’ (in Y5/6) … that teaching KS2 pupils
some problem-solving and mathematical reasoning skills and strategies may be what
is presently being left out;

although most of the discussion generated by the host’s second question is represented
above in the two sequences of tweets shown, a few other points were discussed:
•

when a secondary teacher shared some materials that primary and secondary teachers
working together in a Y5 to Y8 Continuity Work Group have found to be useful (for
example, Fraction Stories: Multiple Representations … link provided above), a KS2 teacher
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commented that it reminded her of a learning ‘model’ summarised as ‘build it, say it,
draw it, write it’;
•

teachers in a cross-phase, Y5–Y8 Continuity Work Group had also discussed recent
Twitter conversations generated by this tweet:

•

there was also a brief discussion about whether the written products of KS2 pupils’
maths learning ought to be created by them using pens or pencils, and in ‘joined-up’
handwriting … a primary teacher commented ’10-11-year-olds can easily write in pen’ … a
secondary teacher tweeted that ‘every secondary I’ve worked in expects work done in
pen (diagrams in pencil)’;

having ‘discussed lots about short term plans’, the host ended by inviting KS2 teachers to
share their long-term vision for maths teaching. There was not enough time left for
contributors to frame any responses … perhaps teachers’ long-term visions for their
maths teaching is a possible subject for a future #mathscpdchat … anyone keen to host
such a topic?
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